
YOUR HOME,  
YOUR HAVEN.
Premium looks and 
performance for your 
outdoor rooms. 



The clean look of innovation.
Many of Haven’s greatest innovations are cleverly hidden 
from view, making for clean, uncluttered lines as well 
as providing protection from the dirt and grime that an 
outdoor blind must weather. 

BUILD WITH CONFIDENCE   
BUILD WITH COUNTRY 
QUALITY.
When you step outside your home to create a special 
living space, there’s no room for compromise. 

So stretch out with Haven outdoor blinds by Country.  
The ultimate in streamlined style with patented features  
that serve up smooth functionality and durability, too.  
With more options and genuine innovations, Haven is the 
benchmark in Australian outdoor blinds.

A bottom bar that conceals the inner 
mechanism results in not only a clean 
look so that nothing but the grab handle 
can be seen, but a clean function too. 
The components are hidden away from 
dirt and grit.

Concealed side splines result in every edge of 
the material seamlessly joining the track and 
bottom rail, for maximum view with minimal 
interruption. No ugly side clips on the bottom 
rail means no unsightly wear.



What you won’t see on Haven  
outdoor blinds.
•  Visible wear is eliminated by the engineered bottom  

rail design

•  Bunching and sagging is never a problem thanks to Haven’s  
spiral side spline

•  Haven’s stronger, lighter extruded aluminium top tubes 
reduce the risk of sag

•  Bunching of side splines is solved forever by the reducers on 

Haven’s top tube

Haven’s top options for every  
home design.
•  Choose large or small extruded aluminium enclosed  

headbox in modern or contemporary shapes to suit the  
style of your home

•  Extruded aluminium headboxes offer greater strength for 
wide spans to reduce sag

•  Modern square lines of Haven headboxes blend beautifully 
with the façade of most homes

THE BEST LOCK ON AN  
OUTDOOR BLIND, BAR NONE.
Get outdoors and relax. Haven’s patented design  
makes it virtually effortless to operate, and ensures  
your blinds work seamlessly and look sleek and  
streamlined, year after year.   

Haven’s Patented Central Bottom Lock is elegant,  
intuitive and can even be operated with a nudge of  
your foot. No more bending down to unlock your blinds!

Soft spring operated or motorised, Haven’ssoft  
spring mechanism enables easy operation by one  
person. Country can also enhance Haven with 
motorisation and push button, time-scheduled or  
even voice-activated operation.



HAVEN OUTDOOR  
BLINDS BY COUNTRY.

Your choice for a greater outdoors.

Clean, streamlined and beautiful, Haven 
Outdoor Blinds offer class-leading looks to 
complement your home and set the mood  
for your outdoor rooms.

Haven also incorporates a robust, patented 
locking mechanism that’s easy to use,  
along with a host of other smart, practical 
design touches.

Haven by Country Blinds. Class-leading style. 
Unmatched advantages.

countryblinds.com.au

MOTORISATION. 
CREATE AN 
AUTOMATIC HAVEN. 

Motorisation of outdoor blinds was initially 
perhaps more to impress friends and 
family with the press of a button. However, 
a continuing surge in the popularity of 
automating blinds has made them more 
attainable for more families.

Motorisation today is all about ease of use. 
Automatically lower your blinds as the sun 
sets. Lift them in inclement weather if you’re 
not home. The Haven hub system allows you 
to do this on personalised schedules, or from 
your phone from anywhere in the world.

Motorisation has moved ahead, too. Now you  
can ask Siri or Alexa (and other compatible 
apps) to ‘raise the patio blinds’ and even the 
press of a button is redundant.

How Haven compares
 Haven Others 

Centre Bottom Lock      

Concealed side splines      

Concealed mechanism      

Extruded aluminium  
top tube      

Spiral side splines      

Motorisation option      

Maximum width 5.9 metres      

No visible bottom catches  
on side tracks      

No visible wear on side tracks      




